How to Access eMeds Ward View

**Step 1**
Search for ward in ppm+

**Step 2**
Select desktop

**Step 3**
Select administration

**Step 4**
Click on the note pad next to the patient's name

Here you can view the patients medchart summary.
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Now you are on the eMeds overview. From here you can view patient details and the electronic prescription chart.

Note: As this is a summary you cannot edit this page

An example of some of the codes seen on the scheduled tab:

- A dose is due now
- A dose is overdue
- This dose has been administered
- Today's date
- W6: The doctors have withheld a future dose of medication for clinical reasons.
  This dose should not be given.

From here you can click on the legend icon

This displays a description of each icon used in eMeds
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Medications appear in alphabetical order

The envelope indicates a medication warning that will have fired when the prescriber added the medication.

When clicked the warning can be viewed. Clinical judgement should be exercised when administering this drug. If appropriate delay the dose and seek further advise from a prescriber.